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sunny and bright with WebPost

Daily mail made easy!

Go ‘send’ from
your computer
and a letter is
delivered by
the postman?

office worker
discovers
webpost and is
hailed a hero!

What’s more it saves you time
and money! Just think of all
those wasted hours preparing
stacks of invoices when all you
have to do is go “send” from
your computer.

Royal Mail do the final mile!

You even get full reports on how
much your spending on postage
making accounting easier too!

Free postage to get you started
Find out how much you can save
now with the savings calculator,
try it FREE and claim
some free postage
at www.webpost.co.uk

Save pounds ! ! !

wow, this is news! No need for
printers, envelopes, paper, folder
inserters or franking machines.
compared to printing on a local
printer, enveloping and franking.

More efficient

allowing you to get on with
running your business.

Greener

Postroom boy Tom Carter

“I thought it was a great idea and
I have saved my company serious
money. I will wear my webpost
T shirt with pride” says Tom, from
Scunthorpe.

Here’s how it works

Could this spell the end for the conventional postroom? webpost is a professional online mailing
Mail handling revolution . . .
no more printing, folding,
inserting or franking!
It’s all done near the recipients
location and delivered by Royal
Mail for the final mile!

IN THE NEWS

Cheaper

Letters & invoices can now be delivered
without you touching a single piece of paper!

So now instead of selecting the
printer in your office, you simply
pick the webpost driver and your
mail is printed, folded, stuffed
into envelopes and posted for
you - it’s so easy!

Easy to see
how you can
saves pounds
with webpost

service and makes your business mail
cheaper and more efficient. Download
the print driver, top up your account
and you’re ready to webpost.

‘the WebPost print quality
is spectacular’

You can post directly from any
Microsoft® application by selecting
the webpost driver as your printer, the
‘print file’ is securely transmitted to
us electronically. We then print, fold,
insert and frank your documents and
pop them into Royal Mail for local,
‘final mile’ delivery.
As you can see the webpost print
quality is spectacular, so your logo,
text and any pictures will be crisp and
vibrant. It’s easy to use, economical
and it’s very, very effective. By the
way it’s greener too, so your clients
will love you for using it as well !

webpost avoids the need for
Royal Mail to collect, sort and
transport your mail. By printing
close to the Royal Mail Inward
Mail Centre we save the need
for collection of your mail and
transportation through the Royal
Mail trunk network for sorting
and delivery. Studies show
that your carbon footprint will
reduce by up to 80%

We sort the mail

electronically and pass it to
Royal Mail for final mile
delivery.

Scalable

all businesses, from the smallest
to the very largest, can benefit.

Multi-page documents

By using advanced technology, a
small barcode will be printed on
your documents this allows our
machines to ‘batch’ the contents
of your envelope, recognising
multiple pages and putting them
in the same envelope.

Interesting fact

webpost is run and operated by
www.fpmailing.co.uk one of the
leading suppliers of franking
machines and mailroom
equipment worldwide.

